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Abstract—To identify informational webpages among massive
webpages crawled, we used the k-nearest neighbor (KNN)
algorithm. The dichotomous classification of webpages using
the KNN model was divided into four steps: the extraction
and annotation of feature data, the normalization of feature
data, the training and evaluation of the KNN model, and the
prediction of webpage types. Two key points were considered
when using the KNN algorithm. One was the extraction of
appropriate feature data items from the webpages. The other
was the determination of the value of k with maximum
accuracy. We proposed the use of four feature data items to
express webpage features: the number of continuous large texts,
the number of pure texts, the proportion of pure texts, and the
average length of pure texts. We also proposed calculations
for each of these items. The experiments showed that the KNN
model using the four feature data items had a good dichotomous
classification ability, and the accuracy reached 97.5% of the
peak when the value of k was 7

Index Terms—KNN model, Information webpage, Identifica-
tion method, Feature data item, Accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

AFTER crawling massive webpages, we need to classify
and analyze the data collected using big data technol-

ogy [1]. Massive webpages are first divided into two types:
informational webpages and noninformational webpages.
Then, the titles and texts of the informational webpages
are extracted. These texts can be used for analyzing public
opinion, determining popular topics and other functional
applications that use technologies including semantics and
pattern matching [2]. Therefore, we need to determine an
appropriate method for classifying massive webpages into
informational webpages and noninformational webpages.

II. RELATED WORKS

Currently, there are many methods that can be used for
dichotomous classification. These methods are divided into
three types.

1. The first type involves direct classification according
to the characteristics of webpages. For example, certain
types of webpages contain certain strings or tags [3]. If
we want to identify the informational webpages of multiple
websites, it is difficult to determine common features to
classify them directly [4]. Therefore, this approach is not
recommended.

2. The second type involves the use of classical ma-
chine learning algorithms. Many algorithms can be used,
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including linear regression [5], logistic regression [6], k-
nearest neighbor (KNN) [7], and back propagation (BP)
neural networks [8].

The third type involves the use of deep learning
algorithms. For example, we can use convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) [9]. If deep learning algorithms are used,
then considerable training data are needed. Due to the
complexity and number of parameters in the deep learning
network, the training time is usually long [10].

Regardless of whether classical machine learning or deep
learning algorithms are used in identifying informational
webpages [11], three main problems need to be considered to
select appropriate algorithms for dichotomous classification.

1. The feature data items of webpages must be constructed.
These items can be used for the dichotomous classification
of informational and noninformational webpages.

2. A dataset must be labeled in advance.
3. Priority should be given to supervised algorithms. We

should train the model and determine the parameters of the
model in advance. The reason for this choice is that clus-
tering algorithms cannot ensure that the two classifications
are informational webpages and noninformational webpages
[12].

Therefore, based on solving these three problems, we
choose the relatively simple and easy-to-use classical ma-
chine learning algorithm KNN.

III. RESEARCH AND APPLICATION IDEAS

According to the discussion of related works, we use
the KNN algorithm to identify informational webpages. The
workflow of this model is shown in Figure 1.

The KNN algorithm is a supervised and lazy loading
algorithm [13] that requires some labeled data in advance
[14]. As our focus is on application innovation, we do not
intend to propose a new machine learning algorithm. Instead,
we use the mature KNN algorithm. The following steps are
taken for the method and experiment.

1. Feature data are extracted, and the results are
labeled. First, feature data items used to identify informa-
tional webpages are proposed according to the application
of dichotomous classification. Next, programs for extracting
the feature data are developed. In addition, the dichotomous
classification results of webpages need to be labeled in
advance [14]. The feature data and classification results can
be used as the training and test data of the KNN model.

2. The feature data in the experiment are normalized.
It is necessary to control the feature data within the range of
[0,1] [15]. During normalization, it is also necessary to record
the maximum values of feature data items. These maximum
values are used to recover the feature data of webpages.
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3. The KNN model is trained and evaluated. The
appropriate value of k is obtained according to the maximum
accuracy [16].

4. The types of webpages are predicted. According to
the value of k and the experimental data, the KNN model is
utilized to predict the types of webpages.

IV. KNN ALGORITHM
A. Concept of the KNN algorithm

The core concept of the KNN algorithm is simple and easy
to understand. The only parameter to be determined is the
value of k, which represents the k data sample points closest
to the feature data points of the webpage to be predicted [17].
In general, k is set as an odd number to judge which type
belongs to the dichotomous classification according to the
voting rules. If the k closest training data belong to a certain
type, then the webpage is predicted to belong to this type
[18]. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2.

Suppose there are two webpages, as shown in Figure 2,
and each webpage has two feature data items. In Figure
2(a), the value of k is three. The point of the webpage
to be predicted is connected with the points of the nearest
three classified webpages. Two connected points belong to
informational webpages. The prediction result shows that the
webpage belongs to informational webpages. Similarly, in
Figure 2(b), the value of k is five. The prediction result shows
that the webpage is a noninformational webpage.

B. Methods of calculating distance

In the application scenario of dichotomous classification to
identify webpages, the KNN algorithm adopts the Euclidean
distance as the distance measurement [19]. Accordingly, if
webpages x1 and x2 have n feature data items, the distance
is calculated by

distance =

√√√√ n∑
i

(x1i − x2i)
2 (1)

In Formula 1, x1i represents the ith feature data item of
x1. x2i represents the ith feature data item of x2.
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Fig. 2. Prediction of the KNN algorithm under different k values

C. Appropriate value of k

What is the appropriate value of k? We take the value
with the highest accuracy. How can a more stable accuracy
be determined? The K-fold cross-verification approach can
be used to determine the accuracy of the algorithm. Using K-
fold cross-verification, the experimental data are first divided
into K parts. The parameter K in K-fold cross-verification
and the parameter k in the KNN algorithm are two different
parameters. Then, K-1 parts of the experimental data are
used as training data, and one part of the experimental data
is used as verification data [20]. The experimental data are
randomly divided K times and verified K times. According
to the accuracy of K verification results, we take the average
accuracy as the final accuracy [20].

V. PROCESSES OF APPLYING ALGORITHM
The process of identifying informational webpages by

dichotomous classification is analyzed in detail below and
shown in Figure 1 as a series of steps.

A. Feature data extraction and annotation results

The labeled results indicate whether a webpage is an
informational webpage or a noninformational webpage. Four
feature data items, which are described below, can be used
to clearly distinguish between these types of webpages.

1. Number of consecutive large texts
The term large text refers to text on a webpage with

a length of more than 50 characters. The nontext of an
informational webpage includes the link text, script text,
select item text, form text, and input item text. By using the
XPath expression “//body/text()” on the webpage, all texts of
tag contents can be extracted as a list alltextlist according
to the tag order in the HTML document of the webpage. As
shown in Table I, the nontext of the informational webpage
can be extracted through different XPath expressions.
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TABLE I
NONTEXT OF INFORMATION WEBPAGES

List XPath expression List name

The list of script text //script/text() scriptTextList

The list of form text //form/text() formTextList

The list of select item text //option/text() optionTextList

The list of input item text //input/text() inputTextList

The list of link text //href/text() hrefTextList

The list pureAndHrefTextList is used to represent
the possible title text and body text of the informational
webpage, and it can be obtained by the following calculation.

pureAndHrefTextList = allTextList

−scriptTextList− formTextList

−optionTextList− inputTextList

(2)

The subtraction operation in Formula 2 is the subtraction
operation for some sets.

Large texts are continuous if there are no link texts
between two large texts. We believe that the body content
of the informational webpages should have at least two
consecutive large texts. The pseudocode of the algorithm to
obtain the number of consecutive large texts is shown in
Algorithm I.

In Algorithm I, the text in the list
pureAndHrefTextList is large text if the length of
the text reaches fifty characters and the text is not
a link text. In the second for loop body of the list
pureAndHrefTextList, if the current element is the first
element of the list, as long as the first element and its next
element are also large text, the number of consecutive large
texts will be increased by one. If the current element is the
last element of the list pureAndHrefTextList, as long as
the last element and its previous element are large text, the
number of consecutive large texts will be increased by one.
If the current element is an intermediate element of the list
pureAndHrefTextList, in addition to the fact that the
current element is a large text, if either the previous element
is a large text or the next element is a large text, then the
number of consecutive large texts will be increased by one.

2. Number of pure texts
Pure text refers to the title and body content of informa-

tional webpages. We believe that the number of titles and
the text content of informational webpages are larger. It is
difficult to accurately obtain the title and body content in the
project implementation; therefore, the list pureTextList is
used to replace the pure text.

pureTextList = allTextList− scriptTextList

−formTextList− optionTextList

−inputTextList− hrefTextList

(3)

The number of pure texts refers to the character number of
the pure texts on the webpage. The calculation of the number
pureTextCount of pure texts is shown in Formula 4.

pureTextCount =
n∑
i

(pureTextList [i] .length) (4)

where pureTextList [i] .length represents the
number of elements in pure text list pureTextList.∑len(pureTextList)

i (pureTextList [i] .length) represents
the cumulative sum of the number of characters of all
elements in the pure text list pureTextList.

3. Proportion of pure texts
The proportion of pure texts refers to the ratio of the

number of pure text characters on a webpage to the number
of text characters on the webpage. We believe that there are
more pure texts in informational webpages, so the proportion
of pure texts is higher. The calculation of the proportion
pureTextPercent of pure texts is shown in Formula 5.

pureTextPercent =
pureTextCount

allTextCount

=

n∑
i

(pureTextList [i] .length)

n∑
j

(allTextList [j] .length)

(5)

where
n∑
j

(allTextList [j] .length) represents the cumu-

lative sum of the number of characters of all elements in the
all-text list allTextList.

4. Average length of pure texts
The average length of pure texts refers to the average

number of characters in the pure text list pureTextList
on the webpage. The calculation of the average length
pureTextLength of pure texts is shown in Formula 6.

pureTextLength =
pureTextCount

len (pureTextList)

=

n∑
i

(pureTextList [i] .length)

len (pureTextList)

(6)

We believe that the average length of pure texts of infor-
mational webpages is longer because there will be relatively
more large sections of texts in the body of the informational
webpage.

B. Normalization of feature data

Formulas 2-6 show that among the four feature data items,
only the proportion of pure texts is in the range [0,1]. The
four feature data items include the number of continuous
large texts, the number of pure texts, the proportion of pure
texts, and the average length of pure texts. If the value of the
feature data item is not mapped to the range [0,1], the KNN
algorithm will prefer the feature data items with larger values
during training. Therefore, it is necessary to normalize the
feature data items.

Taking the number of consecutive large texts as an exam-
ple, the normalization method is shown in Formula 7.

seqentialLargeTextCount =
seqentialLargeTextCount

max (dataListTrained)
(7)

In formula 7, dataListTrained represents the set of data
samples used for training. The denominator is the maximum
number of consecutive large texts in dataListTrained.
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Algorithm 1 : ObtainSequentialLargeTextCount
1: Input: pureAndHrefTextList, hrefTextList;
2: Output: sequentialLargeTextCount;
3: Procedure: ObtainSequentialLargeTextCount(pureAndHrefTextList, hrefTextList);
4: // The list isLargeTextList is used to mark whether any element in the list pureAndHrefTextList is a large text;
5: isLargeTextList=[];
6: // The follow programs fill the marks in the list isLargeTextList;
7: for each currentText in pureAndHrefTextList do
8: if currentText.length ≥ 50 and currentText not in hrefTextList; then
9: isLargeTextList.append(True);

10: else
11: isLargeTextList.append(False);
12: end if
13: end for
14: // This variable index represents the index of the list pureAndHrefTextList;
15: index=0;
16: // This variable listLen represents the length of the list pureAndHrefTextList;
17: listLen=len(pureAndHrefTextList);
18: // This variable sequentialLargeTextCount represents the number of consecutive large texts;
19: sequentialLargeTextCount=0;
20: for each currentText in pureAndHrefTextList do
21: // There is only one element in the list pureAndHrefTextList;
22: if listLen ≤ 1 then
23: break;
24: end if
25: // The current element is the first element in the list pureAndHrefTextList;
26: if index == 0 then
27: if isLargeTextList[index] and isLargeTextList[index+1] then
28: sequentialLargeTextCount=sequentialLargeTextCount+1;
29: end if
30: end if
31: // The current element is the last element in the list pureAndHrefTextList;
32: if index == listLen-1 then
33: if isLargeTextList[index] and isLargeTextList[index-1] then
34: sequentialLargeTextCount=sequentialLargeTextCount+1;
35: end if
36: end if
37: // The current element is the intermediate element in the list pureAndHrefTextList;
38: if index 6= listLen-1 and (index 6= 0 or isLargeTextList[index+1]) then
39: if isLargeTextList[index] and isLargeTextList[index-1] then
40: sequentialLargeTextCount=sequentialLargeTextCount+1;
41: end if
42: end if
43: index=index+1;
44: end for
45: Return: sequentialLargeTextCount;

C. Training and evaluation of KNN model

The result of the KNN model training is the identification
of the value of k with the maximum accuracy. Therefore,
20% of the number of experimental data samples can be
taken as the maximum value of k. The accuracy can be
calculated when the value of k gradually increases.

To obtain stable accuracy, the K-fold method can be used
for cross-validation. If the value of K is 10, 90% of the
random experimental data samples are used as training data,
and the other 10% of the experimental data samples are used
as verification data. K experiments are carried out, and the
average value of the accuracy of K experiments is taken as

the final accuracy. The following Python statements can be
used to obtain the accuracy through the K-fold method.

scores=cross val score(knn,X ,y,scoring=“accuracy”,
cv=10)

Among these parameters, knn is the KNN model, X is the
experimental data, and y is the result data.

The object cross val score comes from the library
Sklearn. We can import this object using the following
statement.

from sklearn.model selection import cross val score
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TABLE II
THE 200 WEBPAGES MARKED IN ADVANCE

website number of
noninformation
webpages

number of
information
webpages

total
value

http://www.chinawuliu.com.cn 14 16 30

http://www.gzxdwl.com 86 84 170

The total values 100 100 200

D. Prediction of webpage types

Because the KNN algorithm is a lazy loading algorithm,
the KNN model can be generated after obtaining the appro-
priate value of k. The KNN model can be used for prediction
after the model is constructed by loading the experimental
data. The KNN model can be generated using the following
Python statement.

knn = neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier(n neighbors
=k)

The parameter n neighbors is the value of k in the KNN
model. We use the following Python statement to load the
experimental data.

knn.fit(X ,y)

Next, we develop programs to obtain the values of the four
feature data items of the webpages to be classified. We form
two-dimensional array data, which are predicted using the
following Python statement.

knn.predict(datas)

VI. CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENT OF
WEBPAGES

The procedure of the webpage classification experiment
is described in detail below. Before the experiment, we
crawled the website http://www.chinawuliu.com.cn of the
CFLP (China Federation of Logistics & Purchasing) and
the website http://www.gzxdwl.com of the GZLA (Ganzhou
Modern Logistics Association) to obtain 50600 webpages.
To facilitate this experiment, 200 webpages were labeled in
advance as experimental data.

A. Feature data extraction and annotation results

A summary of the 200 webpages labeled in advance
is shown in Table II. The labeled target classification is
shown in III. Four feature data were calculated according
to Formulas 2-6, and the results are shown in Table III.

The following three points need to be explained in Table
III.

1. In the target classifications, 0 indicates that the webpage
is a noninformational webpage, and 1 represents that the
webpage is an informational webpage.

2. The maximum number of consecutive large texts is 25.
The maximum number of pure texts is 8396. The maximum
average length of pure texts is 105.857.

3. All data are rounded to three decimal places.

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3. The scatter diagrams with feature data items

B. Normalization of feature data

We normalize the feature data with reference to Formula
7, and the results are shown in Table IV.

To more intuitively observe whether the feature data items
can be used for webpage classification, scatter diagrams
are drawn by two feature data items. The number of con-
tinuous large texts and the average length of pure texts
are shown in Figure 3(a). Most of the distribution areas
of the informational and noninformational webpages are
obviously different. Similarly, the number of pure texts and
the proportion of pure texts are shown in Figure 3(b). It
can still be seen that most of the distribution areas of the
informational and noninformational webpages are obviously
different. However, in both cases, the points of the two
types of webpages have a small amount of intersection.
Therefore, using these four feature data items can achieve
good classification results.

To more intuitively observe whether the feature data items
can be used for webpage classification, scatter diagrams are
drawn by two feature data items. The number of contin-
uous large texts and the average length of pure texts are
shown in Figure 3(a). Most of the distribution areas of the
information webpages and the noninformation webpages are
obviously different. Similarly, the number of pure texts and
the proportion of pure texts are shown in Figure 3(b). It
can still be seen that most of the distribution areas of the
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TABLE III
THE FEATURE ITEMS OF THE 200 WEBPAGES MARKED IN ADVANCE

sequence
number

webpage number of consec-
utive large texts

average length
of pure texts

Proportion of
pure texts

number of
pure texts

target clas-
sification

1 http://www.gzxdwl.com/Newsshow/id /VlcxWlR
XSkJUbWRXUjBFOQ00 40000400.html 0 15.714 0.719 220 0

2 http://www.china wuliu.com.cn 2 13.85 0.178 554 0

3 http://www.gzxdwl.com 0 0 0 0 0

4 http://www.chinawuliu.com.cn/ zixun/dfwl/ 2 47.388 0.803 4028 0

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

200 http://www.chinawuliu.com.cn/ about/contact/ 2 19.412 0.766 330 1

TABLE IV
THE FEATURE DATA OBTAINED AFTER NORMALIZATION

sequence
number

webpage number of consecu-
tive large texts

average length of
pure texts

proportion of pure
texts

number of pure
texts

1 http://www.gzxdwl.com/Newsshow/id /VlcxWlR
XSkJUbWRXUjBFOQ00 40000400.html 0 0.148 0.719 0.026

2 http://www.china wuliu.com.cn 0.08 0.131 0.178 0.066

3 http://www.gzxdwl.com 0 0 0 0

4 http://www.chinawuliu.com.cn/ zixun/dfwl/ 0.08 0.448 0.803 0.480

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

200 http://www.chinawuliu.com.cn/ about/contact/ 0.08 0.183 0.766 0.039

Fig. 4. Webpage information recognition accuracy for different k

information webpages and the noninformation webpages are
obviously different. However, in both cases, the points of the
two types of webpages have a small amount of intersection.
Therefore, using these four feature data items can achieve
good classification results.

C. Training and evaluation of KNN model

After training and using K-fold cross-validation, the ac-
curacy of taking different k was obtained and is shown in
Figure 4. The highest accuracy of 97.5% was achieved when
k was 7.

D. Prediction of webpage types

Next, the values of the feature data were obtained from
the webpages. The webpages were predicted by the same

process of feature data extraction and normalization. After
the feature data matrix was obtained, the classification results
of webpages were obtained by the function knn.predict().
Finally, the experiment completed the classification of 50660
webpages and identified 38035 informational webpages.

VII. CONCLUSION
Using four steps, we construct the KNN model for the

dichotomous classification of webpages. The four steps are
extraction and annotation of feature data, normalization of
feature data, training and evaluation of the KNN model, and
prediction of webpage types. We can identify the informa-
tional webpages by using the KNN model.

The main points of the method for identifying informa-
tional webpages are to understand the business scenario,
extract appropriate feature data for classification, and then
determine the value of k with the maximum accuracy. Ex-
periments show that using the four feature data items results
in a good dichotomous classification ability. The four items
are the number of continuous large texts, the number of pure
texts, the proportion of pure texts, and the average length of
pure texts. The accuracy reaches 97.5% of the peak when
the value of k is 7. The method for identifying informational
webpages has engineered practical value. Therefore, we use
the KNN model to identify 38035 informational webpages
on 50660 webpages, and lay a data foundation for subsequent
natural language processing tasks.
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